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famous conductor, Arturo Toscanini, to undertake a memor-
able series with its own symphony orchestra* Over ten mil-
lion families, according to a 1939 estimate, listened to such
music; a poll in this year indicated that, save on the farm
and at the bottom of the economic scale, those who enjoyed
* 'classical" music outnumbered those desiring exclusively
"popular/' When in 1940 the Metropolitan Opera Company
in severe financial straits appealed to its invisible audience,
they contributed a third of a million dollars to "save the
Met."
Music appreciation in the home saw the performer's role
steadily supplanted, however, by the auditor's. While the
radio was outstripping even the phonograph in popularity,
father's fiddle gathered dust, and in affluent homes the piano
remained oftentimes as a piece of prestige furniture. In 1939
only sixteen million copies of sheet music were sold as com-
pared with forty-five million records of popular melodies.
The invasion of music by radio, whether "live" or "canned,"
was greater still though harder to measure, while the life ex-
pectancy of a popular song, under furious exploitation by the
"Lucky Strike Hit Parade" and similar programs, grew
vastly shorter.*
Both radio and phonograph fostered the continued popu-
larity of dancing, which had swept the twenties under the
heady inspiration of jazz, that powerful if almost indefinable
rhythmic style. About 1931, when a popular song was urg-
ing the depressed to "wrap your troubles in dreams, and
dream your troubles away/* the plangent bravado of jazz
temporarily faded from fashion before the soothing hypnotic
strains of "sweet" bands like those of Guy Lombardo,
Wayne King and Eddy Duchin. An advance-guardist of new
* Music publishers computed the lifetime of a preradio favorite at nearly
two years as against four months or less under the constant titillation and
quick satiety wrought by radio. Novelties like "The Music Goes Round and
Round" (1935) and "Flat-Foot Floogie** (1938) wore out in from six to
eight weeks, but ballads like "The Last Round-Up*' (1933) enjoyed better
than average durability.

